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Abstract. Indoor Positioning System (IPS) can be developed by using different wireless
technologies with different positioning techniques. One of the popular areas of study is the
Wi-Fi fingerprinting based IPS because it has high flexibility. However, the implemen-
tation of a fingerprint based IPS required obtaining a fingerprint database beforehand.
Manually performing data acquisition to obtain a fingerprint database requires a signif-
icant amount of time and workforce. Thus, this paper presented a method to perform
data acquisition automatically by utilizing the tiled floor characteristic. Furthermore, the
fingerprint database constructed was utilized to perform studies on the impact of finger-
print patterns and errors in the location tag of fingerprints on the positioning accuracy of
neural networks. Studies show that neural network models presented smaller positioning
errors when fingerprints used are with environmental reading formed by RSS from more
Wi-Fi anchors. Studies also show that when the location tag of fingerprints used for neu-
ral network models training consists of errors, positioning accuracy when validated with
fingerprints in the validation set (errorless) depends on the type of error. The location
tag of fingerprints used for training suffering large mean errors will significantly impact
validation positioning accuracy compared with large standard deviation errors.
Keywords: Indoor Positioning System (IPS), Non-Line of Sight (NLOS), Line of Sight
(LOS), Fingerprint, Received Signal Strength (RSS), Tiled floor

1. Introduction. Navigation systems, such as Waze and Google Maps, are commonly
used to locate the position of the user and to navigate the user to the desired destina-
tion. The technology is extremely convenient for the users when they are unfamiliar with
the places of interest. These navigation systems generally work based on the well-known
Global Positioning System (GPS), which the United States Air Force first uses as a space-
based radio navigation system [1]. Even though GPS is a sophisticated positioning system
in the outdoor environment, many research works have pointed out the limitations of GPS
to work in the indoor environment [2]. Thus, many researchers have started researching al-
ternative solutions by developing positioning systems specially for indoor purposes. These
positioning systems are called Indoor Positioning System (IPS). IPS can be developed by
using different kinds of technologies. Examples of technology are image processing, Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU), and wireless technology. This paper focuses on the IPS devel-
oped using Wi-Fi, a wireless technology that has been attracting the attention of many
researchers in the past until now. When Wi-Fi is the wireless technology selected to devel-
op an IPS, fingerprinting positioning technique with Received Signal Strength (RSS) from
multiple Wi-Fi anchors as environmental reading is commonly adopted to estimate target
position. However, fingerprinting positioning technique has a well-known disadvantage:
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the need of obtaining a fingerprint database beforehand. A significant amount of time
and workforce is required for conducting data acquisition to obtain a fingerprint database
of a study environment. Thus, this paper will be presenting a method proposed to ob-
tain the fingerprint database (by automating the data acquisition process) for a selected
study environment. In addition, two experiments will be conducted using the fingerprint
database constructed by the method proposed. The first experiment will study the po-
sitioning performance of IPS developed when fingerprints used are with environmental
reading formed by RSS from different types of Wi-Fi anchors or different numbers of
Wi-Fi anchors. The meaning of RSS from different types of Wi-Fi anchors is referring
to whether the Wi-Fi anchor is in Line of Sight (LOS) or Non-Line of Sight (NLOS) [3]
condition with tag node (Automatic Surveyor). The second experiment will study the
impact on positioning performance when the location tag of fingerprints in the training
set contains errors.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. First and foremost, this paper be-

gins by giving a brief understanding to readers on wireless technology based IPS. Next,
the advantages and disadvantages of Wi-Fi, a wireless technology frequently selected by
researchers to develop an IPS, will be discussed. Furthermore, the working principle of
a positioning technique (fingerprinting positioning technique) commonly used to develop
Wi-Fi based IPS will be explained. In addition, different surveyor techniques used by
different researchers to obtain a fingerprint database required when fingerprinting posi-
tioning technique is being adopted will be presented. Besides, a method adopted to develop
a Wi-Fi fingerprinting based IPS using a neural network as the position algorithm will
be explained. This includes an explanation of a method proposed to conduct automatic
data acquisition to obtain a fingerprint database for a selected study environment. Fur-
thermore, the procedure to carry out the two experiments mentioned will be described.
Next, the results of each experiment will be discussed. Last but not least, a conclusion
that concludes this paper is presented.

2. Wireless Technology Based IPS. Over the past decades, researchers had developed
IPS using different kinds of wireless technologies. Examples of popular wireless technology
being used are Wi-Fi, Bluetooth [4-6], and Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) [7-9]. Although IPS
developed by using different wireless technologies might be using different positioning tech-
niques, wireless technology based IPS is commonly formed with two types of nodes: tag
node and anchor node. A tag node is a node that is unable to know its position at first. It
is a node that position is to be estimated by a positioning algorithm. This type of node
is sometimes called a dumb node, free node, unknown node, or target node. Meanwhile,
the anchor node is a node that knows its position without using a positioning algorithm.
It is a static node that knows its position at the very beginning during the node installa-
tion. Besides, it is a node that assists a positioning system to locate the tag node position.
Sometimes this node is also known as landmark node, reference node, or beacon node.
IPS developed using different wireless technologies as positioning medium will benefit

developers from different aspects and face different issues. For example, UWB based IPS
will benefit the developer in terms that IPS developed can provide centimetre level ac-
curacy. However, UWB based IPS will induce high development costs, and most of the
portable user devices are not built-in with a UWB module. The wireless technology used
can result in IPS developed with high accuracy. However, accuracy is not the only mea-
suring criterion for developers of IPS. This is because different applications/services re-
quire IPS with different levels of accuracy. Another high concern criterion is development
cost. IPS with low development cost and sufficient accuracy is a more practical choice,
and Wi-Fi suits the statement well.
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2.1. Wi-Fi. Wi-Fi is a popular wireless technology chosen by researchers to develop IPS
in the past decade [10-12]. The reason is because of its several high-impact advantages.
First and foremost, Wi-Fi has a great infrastructure. An IPS developed using Wi-Fi will
enjoy a lower development cost [13]. Existing Wi-Fi anchors can be utilized, reducing the
need for extra costs on hardware and electrical power. Secondly, devices that can detect
Wi-Fi signals are widely available worldwide as people are now in an era that everyone
could have a smartphone with them. This reduces the need for extra devices to act as tag
nodes. Furthermore, Wi-Fi signals can penetrate through walls and obstacles relatively
easier when compared with some other wireless technologies. This made it suitable to
develop IPS without considering too much on having an LOS between tag node and anchor
node. In addition, Wi-Fi signal coverage is more extensive. The signal coverage can extend
up to 1 kilometre, according to the IEEE 802.11ah standard [14]. Although Wi-Fi has
many advantages, it also has its disadvantages. One of the major disadvantages of Wi-Fi
based IPS is that high positioning accuracy is hard to achieve due to signal fluctuation
and interference [15]. When Wi-Fi is chosen to develop IPS, fingerprinting positioning
technique with environmental reading formed by RSS is a popular technique used to
estimate a target position [12,16,17].

2.2. Fingerprinting positioning technique. Fingerprinting is a positioning technique
commonly used to construct different wireless technology based IPS [18-20]. It is a flexible
positioning technique and promises to provide good accuracy with simple implementation
and low cost. Besides, its complexity is low as LOS measurements between nodes and the
exact position of installed wireless anchors are not required beforehand. In addition, it has
high applicability in complicated indoor conditions [12,21]. Figure 1 illustrates a block
diagram that provides a big picture of processes involved in fingerprinting positioning
technique using RSS from multiple wireless anchors as environmental reading.

Figure 1. Block diagram of fingerprinting positioning technique using RSS
from multiple wireless anchors as environmental reading

Fingerprinting positioning technique typically consists of two main phases: offline phase
and online phase. During the offline phase, a single objective is to be achieved: obtaining
a fingerprint database (signal map). Therefore, data acquisition will be performed in a
study environment from one location to another location. Each time data acquisition is
performed, a fingerprint will be created and saved in a fingerprint database. Once data
acquisition on a study environment is completed, a fingerprint database is obtained. A
fingerprint is actually a vector formed by two pieces of information: location tag and
environmental reading. Location tag is an address of a location. It depends on how a
location in a study environment is being defined at the very beginning. Suppose a study
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environment is defined using a 2D Cartesian coordinate system. In that case, the location
tag will be like the location tag in fingerprints, as shown in Figure 1. The location tag
will be the x-coordinate value and y-coordinate value of the ith location when data ac-
quisition is performed. Next, environmental reading is a collection of distance-dependent
parameters (features) values obtained at a specific location. It can be formed by multiple
types of distance-dependent parameters such as Time of Arrival (TOA), Time Difference
of Arrival (TDOA), and Angle of Arrival (AOA). A distance-dependent parameter can
be any parameter that value will differ when extracting at a different location. As shown
in Figure 1, the environmental reading of a fingerprint is a series of RSS values from n
number of wireless anchors obtained at a specific location.
Furthermore, during the online phase, a positioning algorithm will be developed. The

positioning algorithm will utilize the fingerprint database constructed to estimate a target
position. Firstly, when a tag node reaches a specific position, environmental reading (with
the same features as in the offline phase) will be measured. The positioning algorithm will
then use the environmental reading as input for performing position estimation. Several
positioning algorithms have been used in the past decade. One of the popular positioning
algorithms is the k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) algorithm [22-24]. When k-NN is adopted
as the positioning algorithm, k-NN will take environmental reading obtained in real time
as input. It will then compute the distance between the input with other environmental
readings in the fingerprint database. Based on distance computed, k number of finger-
prints with environmental reading computed having distance closest to the input will be
selected. Then, the fingerprint label with the highest votes will become the estimated
target position outputted by the k-NN if the k-NN is a classification k-NN. If the k-NN is
a regression k-NN, the estimated target position outputted will be the average of all the
labels of k number of fingerprints selected.
Besides k-NN, neural network [16,25,26] is another popular positioning algorithm used

to develop fingerprinting based IPS. This is because neural networks can recognize patt-
erns available in data (in this case, referring to feature patterns available in the fingerprint
database). In addition, neural networks can avoid overfitting to noise available in data.
Although fingerprinting positioning technique is easy to implement, less in complexity, and
promises to provide high accuracy depending on the quality of the fingerprint database,
there are still some disadvantages [27]. For example, fingerprinting positioning technique
will cause an increase in the computing load and memory size [28]. Besides, there is
another well-known disadvantage: require obtaining a fingerprint database beforehand.
The data acquisition process to obtain a fingerprint database requires a large workforce,
time-consuming and error-prone [29].

2.3. Fingerprint database generation techniques. Researchers had proposed var-
ious methods to obtain a fingerprint database (signal map) required by fingerprinting
based IPS [29]. In [30], a traditional method is adopted to obtain a fingerprint database
required to develop a Wi-Fi RSS based IPS. The traditional method is by manually con-
ducting data acquisition on each grid point in a study environment by a surveyor carrying
a device installed with an Android application developed to log Wi-Fi RSS values. This
method is time-consuming and requires a large workforce if the study environment select-
ed is large. Besides, the surveyor must remember its current location as the location tag
is generated based on the current location inputted by the surveyor.
In order to mitigate issues caused by the traditional method, the authors of [31] pro-

posed a method by developing a sampling device that can automatically generate a lo-
cation tag for each environmental reading. Location tag is generated automatically ac-
cording to an estimated location based on a starting point and motion sensor reading. In
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addition, the sampling device will display the current location of the surveyor on a map
request from a venue service. This function made it easier for the user to identify errors in
estimated location. If the estimated location is incorrect, an interface is provided for the
user to correct the estimated location. This method proposed had reduced the need for
users to remember their current location. Besides, this method can experience a shorter
data acquisition time compared to the traditional method. The reason is that the need
for users to input their current location every time is excluded. However, this method still
required the surveyor to conduct data acquisition manually from a location to another
location in a study environment to obtain the fingerprint database.

Furthermore, another group of authors in [32] proposed an alternative method to obtain
a fingerprint database. The method is by the use of a ray-tracing algorithm to predict
wireless signal field intensity information. After that, a few points will be selected to
conduct physical manual field measurement to record actual wireless signal strength and
use it to adjust parameters in the algorithm. The advantage of this method is rapid
signal map generation and requires less workforce. However, theoretical reading can have
a significant difference when compared with the actual reading.

Last but not least, many researchers proposed to use an SLAM robot to automate the
data acquisition process for obtaining the fingerprint database. However, the location tag
generated by the SLAM algorithm faces the problem of cumulative error [33]. Location
tags generated with cumulative errors may reduce the quality of the fingerprint database.
At the same time, the performance of the IPS developed may be impacted as well. Using
SLAM robots to automate the data acquisition process is a good idea, reducing the human
workforce. However, the development cost of an SLAM robot is high. The reason is that
high accuracy sensors are required to minimize error in position estimated. Thus, this
paper will present a method proposed to obtain a fingerprint database by automating the
data acquisition process with a robot that estimates its position based on grout lines/joints
on a tiled floor.

3. Methodology. Development of a Wi-Fi RSS fingerprinting based IPS requires start-
ing by obtaining a fingerprint database for a study environment. Thus, hardware prepa-
ration for study environment setup is the first step. This section is divided into five
subsections. The first subsection is the design synthesis of hardware. All the hardware de-
veloped for constructing a Wi-Fi RSS fingerprinting based IPS will be introduced in the
subsection. However, only hardware developed for environment setup will be explained
in detail. The second subsection will explain hardware developed that made automatic
data acquisition with high accuracy location tags automatically generated become possi-
ble. The third subsection will present the structure of the study environment will with a
floor plan. The fourth subsection will explain the process of automatic data acquisition.
Finally, the fifth subsection will explain the procedure to conduct the two experiments
mentioned in the introduction.

3.1. Design synthesis of hardware. Hardware for developing a Wi-Fi RSS finger-
printing based IPS is categorized into hardware developed to serve as data acquisitor
and hardware developed for environment setup. Hardware developed to serve as data ac-
quisitors is called Automatic Surveyor. It is a robot developed capable of automatically
conducting data acquisition with environmental reading labelled with high accuracy lo-
cation tag when generating a fingerprint. Although robots had been used to automate
data acquisition, the method to generate accurate location tags is still under investigation.
Detailed explanation on Automatic Surveyor will be discussed in the following subsection.
This subsection will focus on describing hardware developed for environment setup only.
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Figure 2. Overall environment setup

However, the relationship between all the hardware is illustrated as shown in Figure 2.
Excluding the Automatic Surveyor, the remaining hardware shown in Figure 2 is hardware
developed for environment setup.
Hardware developed for environment setup is separated into three types: hardware that

acts as Wi-Fi anchors, hardware that enables long-range communication between devices
(a WLAN), and hardware that provides database service and venue service (a server).
First and foremost, a Wi-Fi anchor is hardware that can transmit Wi-Fi signals. Since
the IPS to be developed uses fingerprinting positioning technique with RSS from multiple
Wi-Fi sources to estimate the position of a tag node, hardware that can transmit Wi-Fi
signals is required. The hardware used to serve as a Wi-Fi anchor is NodeMCU. NodeMCU
consists of an ESP8266 as the main component providing Wi-Fi service. Reasons for
selecting NodeMCU to serve as a Wi-Fi anchor are that it is open-source and Arduino
IDE compatible, which will significantly speed up the developing process because libraries
are available that make firmware development an easy job. Besides, NodeMCU consists
of a build-in PCB antenna to extend its operating range, which as a result is sufficient
to cover the whole study environment. Details about the study environment selected
will be discussed in a later subsection. In addition, NodeMCU power consumption is
low and can easily be powered by a power bank. This made the placement of Wi-Fi
anchors in the study environment easier as the Wi-Fi anchors can be set up anywhere
without considering the presence of a wall electrical outlet. A total of six NodeMCU
will be prepared and separately placed in the study environment. Each NodeMCU will
be uploaded with a firmware prepared that configures them to serve as a Wi-Fi anchor.
NodeMCU can act in three modes: access point mode, station mode or both modes
simultaneously. Since NodeMCU prepared aims to serve as Wi-Fi anchors, firmware that
configures them to function in access point mode will be uploaded. While a NodeMCU
is configured to function in access point mode, a Wi-Fi scanner can discover its Wi-Fi
RSS value. Last but not least, each firmware uploaded to each of the six NodeMCU will
also configure them with a unique SSID. The reason is that SSID is used by Wi-Fi tag to
identify the source of RSS instead of MAC address for a better explanation in this paper.
Next, a long-range communication platform is required so that each device involved

can easily communicate with each other or exchange information. As a result, a Wi-Fi
modem, hardware that combines modem and router functionality, was used to establish
a WLAN for the study environment. Devices such as hardware that serve as a server,
smartphone of Automatic Surveyor and mobile robot of Automatic Surveyor will all be
connected to the WLAN established. For communication purposes, each device connected
to the WLAN is assigned a static IP address.
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Finally, hardware that can provide database service and venue service is required. A
computer is configured to function as a server connected to the WLAN established to
provide the two services. Database service will store data (fingerprints) received from
a client, and venue service will return a survey path to the client requesting a path of
survey. A survey path is a file that consists of a series of commands defining the path to
be followed by Automatic Surveyor when performing automatic data acquisition. Thus,
the survey path needs prepared beforehand and kept on the computer so that the venue
service can reply to clients when a request is made.

3.2. Automatic Surveyor. Conducting data acquisition to obtain a fingerprint data-
base can be done manually by humans or automated with the help of robots. Suppose
data acquisition is conducted manually. The generation of a fingerprint database for a
study environment will be time-consuming, a large workforce is required, and environmen-
tal reading might be mislabelled. Thus, many researchers had adopted robots to conduct
data acquisition automatically to obtain a fingerprint database required. However, the
method to automatically generate accurate location tags (for labelling environmental read-
ing obtained to generate a fingerprint) by robots adopted is yet a topic to be investigated.
This section will present a robot developed and adopted for conducting data acquisition
automatically in a study environment selected. The robot is capable of automatically
self-generating accurate location tags using the characteristic of a tiled floor.

Nowadays, the floor of many indoor environments is tiled. Two square tiles placing
side by side will form a grout line with a wide of few millimetres. Another two square
tiles placing below the previous two tiles will result in two grout lines crossing each other
perpendicularly and form a grout joint. Suppose a floor is tiled in a grid pattern. In
that case, the tiled floor will eventually look like a large two-dimensional Cartesian plan.
By using this characteristic, the robot for automatically conducting data acquisition in
a selected study environment is developed. The robot is called Automatic Surveyor, as
shown in Figure 3(a).

Figure 3. (a) Automatic Surveyor; (b) the base of the mobile robot (bot-
tom view); (c) the base of the mobile robot (top view)

Automatic Surveyor is made of two main components: a component that can extract
environmental reading and a component that can provide mobility ability to the previous
component. The component that can provide mobility ability will be a mobile robot
framed as shown in Figure 3(a). Based on Figure 3(a), the mobile robot consists of a
base and a lid. The base is installed with various electronic components. The lid is to
cover the electronic components installed on the base. Besides, the lid is also served as
a platform for placing other devices on top of the mobile robot. The lid is allowed to be
opened for the user to access the electronic components installed on the base. Electronic
components installed on the base are shown in Figure 3(b) and Figure 3(c). Figure 3(b)
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illustrates the base view from the bottom, and Figure 3(c) illustrates the base view from
the top.
According to Figure 3(b), a camera and a light source are installed at the bottom centre

of the mobile robot base. The purpose of the camera is to capture grout lines/joints of a
tiled floor, and the light source aims to provide constant light intensity while the camera
is operating. By processing the images of grout captured by the camera, the mobile robot
will be able to move accurately from one coordinate to another coordinate. According to
Figure 3(c), there are three motors installed on the mobile robot base. The shaft of each
motor is connected with an Omni wheel. Each of the motors (with respective Omni wheels
connected) is arranged with a central angle of 120 degrees apart. In this configuration,
the mobile robot developed is capable of moving in omnidirectional. In addition, three
batteries are also installed with 120 degrees central angle apart from each other on the
mobile robot base. However, they are having an offset of 60 degrees from the three motors.
Besides that, on each side of the base, an ultrasonic sensor is installed to detect obstacles
present in the movement direction of the mobile robot. On one side of the base, a power
switch is installed to connect and cut off the power from the power source (the three
batteries). Furthermore, at the centre of the mobile robot base, the electronic system of
the mobile robot is installed. The electronic system is composed of a power regulating
and distributing board, a motor controller, and two processing units. The relationship
between all electronic components used for developing the mobile robot of Automatic
Surveyor is illustrated using a block diagram, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Overall relationship between electronic components of mobile robot

Based on Figure 4, batteries installed on the base are the electrical power source of
the mobile robot. The electrical power from these batteries will flow through a power
switch and finally being regulated and distributed to other electronic components by a
power regulating and distributing board. Besides, the two processing units used on the
mobile robot can be observed in Figure 4. The first processing unit is Arduino Mega. It is
a microcontroller board based on ATmega2560. It will focus on processing reading from
the ultrasonic sensors and controlling the motion of the motors. The second processing
unit is Raspberry Pi 4. Raspberry Pi 4 is configured to function as a server that focuses
on processing motion requests made by a client (through the WLAN established). When
a motion request is received, image processing will be conducted on images captured
by the camera to detect grout lines/joints on the tiled floor. Based on the position and
orientation of the grout detected and the direction of motion request made by a client,
motion commands will be generated by the Raspberry Pi 4 and sent to the Arduino Mega
through USB serial communication to carry out the motion.
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Lastly, regarding the component that can extract environmental reading, a smartphone
is proposed to be used. In this modern era, most people have at least a smartphone
device usually equipped with various sensors such as gyroscope, accelerometer, and Wi-
Fi module. The reading of these sensors has commonly been collected by researchers
while conducting data acquisition to obtain a fingerprint database for a fingerprinting
based IPS. Therefore, a smartphone is chosen as the component to extract environmental
reading. An automatic data acquisition application had been developed and installed on
the smartphone. The application layout consists of three number input spinners, two
start buttons, and a data table. Two number input spinners are for the user to input
the starting/current x-coordinate and y-coordinate of the smartphone (also referring to
the current coordinates of the mobile robot since the smartphone will be equipped on a
tripod that is fixed on the lid of the mobile robot, as shown in Figure 3(a)). Another
number input spinner is for the user to input the number of times data acquisition to
be conducted on a coordinate. Once the user provides these three inputs, the user can
click either the manual mode button to start with data acquisition on the current location
only or click the auto mode button to start with automatic data acquisition algorithm
execution. The process of automatic data acquisition will be explained in detail in a later
section. Lastly, there is a table at the bottom of those input spinner and start buttons.
The table is scrollable in both vertical and horizontal directions. It will display on time
the data acquired.

3.3. Environment layout. After hardware preparation, the next stage will be deciding
the study environment. The selected study environment needs to fulfil two basic require-
ments. The first requirement is that the selected study environment needs a floor tiled
in grid patterns. The reason is that the developed Automatic Surveyor is navigating in a
study environment based on groutlines/joints formed by tiled floor in grid patterns. The
second requirement is that the study environment selected needs to be enclosed since an
IPS will be developed and examined. After a short discussion, a classroom on the fifth
floor of Faculty of Business is finally chosen out of a few proposed areas as the study
environment. The layout of the classroom is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Environment layout
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Based on the floor plan shown in Figure 5, the study environment is set up with hard-
ware prepared. First and foremost, the six NodeMCU developed to function as Wi-Fi
anchors are separately placed in the study environment at locations marked with a grey
colour triangle that indicates Wi-Fi anchor position. Three NodeMCU preprogrammed
to function as Wi-Fi anchors with AP1, AP2, and AP3 as SSID respectively were sepa-
rately placed inside the classroom. This ensures at least three Wi-Fi anchors in LOS with
tag node (Automatic Surveyor) when data acquisition is conducted in the study area.
Moreover, the remaining three NodeMCU preprogrammed to function as Wi-Fi anchors
with AP4, AP5, and AP6 as SSID respectively had been set up at the interior corridor
outside the classroom. This ensures at least three Wi-Fi anchors in NLOS (with wall act
as the obstacle) with tag node when data acquisition is conducted. With Wi-Fi anchors
arrangement as mentioned, the fingerprint database obtained after data acquisition not
only can be used for the study of the performance of the developed IPS using fingerprints
formed by RSS from different numbers of Wi-Fi anchors but also used to study the per-
formance of IPS that uses fingerprinting formed by RSS from Wi-Fi anchors in LOS and
NLOS condition with tag node.
Next, the computer configured as a server and the modem served as WLAN were also set

up in the study environment. Furthermore, from the layout illustrated in Figure 5, it can
be seen that the study environment consists of two doors. Both of the doors are connecting
to the same interior corridor. However, these doors will maintain in close condition when
data acquisition is being conducted. Next, the area framed with a short-dashed square, as
shown in Figure 5, represents the study area. This area is tiled with a total of 27 tiles in
the x-direction and 44 tiles in the y-direction. Each tile is having a dimension of 0.3m ×
0.3m. The grout lines and grout joints formed between these tiles will be the path to be
followed by the Automatic Surveyor developed and the position of data acquisition being
conducted. Lastly, the grout lines/joints formed between tiles result in a large cartesian
plan. Thus, a global origin had been declared on it, as shown in Figure 5. The global
origin is used as a reference point to define other locations in the study area.

3.4. Data acquisition. Data acquisition is a process required for obtaining a fingerprint
database of a study environment. The previous few subsections provided explanations on
hardware prepared to set up the selected study environment and conduct data acquisition.
Thus, this section will explain the use of the Automatic Surveyor developed in helping to
obtain a fingerprint database required by conducting automatic data acquisition for the
selected study environment. First and foremost, a survey path for the study environment
will be prepared and saved on the server to be used by the venue service. The survey path
will cover all the coordinates/locations within the study area except the three coordinates
placed with Wi-Fi anchors. This means that when the Automatic Surveyor performs
automatic data acquisition according to the survey path, data collection will be conducted
on 1115 different coordinates. Next, the developed Automatic Surveyor will be placed on
the global origin facing toward positive y-axis (as forwarding direction) with the power of
mobile robot switched on and smartphone installed with data acquisition application being
executed. Upon this point, the computer configured to serve as a server providing database
service and venue service, the Raspberry Pi 4 of the mobile robot, and the smartphone
fixed on the tripod on top of the mobile robot required to ensure are all connected to the
WLAN established by a modem set up in the study environment. Before starting with
executing the automatic data acquisition algorithm by clicking on the auto mode button,
the three number input spinners display on the application needs to be set. Two of the
number input spinners will be set with the current coordinate of the Automatic Surveyor,
which at this moment is the global origin (0, 0). The remaining number input spinner will
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be set with the number of times to conduct scanning for environmental reading at each
location which is 10 for this study. This means ten samples of environmental readings
will be collected at each location.

Once the three number input spinners had been set, the auto mode button will be clicked
to execute the automatic data acquisition algorithm. Figure 6(a) shows a block diagram
with major processes that happens during the automatic data acquisition. The automatic
data acquisition algorithm will start by creating three variables to store: the current x-
coordinate, the current y-coordinate, and the number of times to perform scanning for
environmental reading at each coordinate inputted by the user using the three number
input spinners. Next, the automatic data acquisition algorithm will continue by sending a
request through WLAN to the server providing venue service for obtaining a survey path.
The server providing venue service will process the request and generate a response. The
response is containing the survey path initially prepared and saved on the server. The
survey path is a list of commands separated with commas and Carriage Return (CR) and
Line Feed (LF) at the end of each row. Next, the automatic data acquisition algorithm
will decode the survey path and save it into a two-dimensional array indexed using the
current coordinate, as shown in Figure 6(b).

(a) (b)

Figure 6. (a) Automatic data acquisition workflow; (b) sample survey
path before and after decode into array form

After the survey path is saved into a two-dimensional array, the automatic data acqui-
sition algorithm will conduct data collection to obtain a fingerprint. First and foremost,
scanning for environmental reading will be conducted using the built-in Wi-Fi module
on the smartphone. The environmental reading obtained after the scanning process is
formed by six distance-dependent parameters: Wi-Fi RSS from the six Wi-Fi anchors
set up. Secondly, the environmental reading obtained will be labelled with a location tag
(automatically created based on the current coordinate value) to generate a fingerprint.
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Thirdly, the fingerprint generated will be submitted to the server providing database ser-
vice through WLAN. The automatic data acquisition algorithm will repeat conducting
data collection for N times. N is the number of times to perform scanning for environ-
mental reading at each coordinate, inputted by the user before starting with the execution
of the automatic data acquisition algorithm. Once data collection at a coordinate is com-
pleted, the array containing the decoded survey path will be indexed using the current
coordinate to read the command that indicates the path to the next coordinate. Each
command can be in the form of a character (formed by an English alphabet) or a word
(formed by English alphabets). Only five of the English alphabets (repetitive allowed) are
used to form a command: F (forwards), B (backwards), L (left), R (right), and S (End of
Path (EoP)).
Suppose the command is in the form of a character. The algorithm will be terminated

if the character indicates the EoP reached. If not EoP, based on the character, a motion
request will be sent by the automatic data acquisition algorithm to the server on the
mobile robot (hosted by Raspberry Pi 4) through WLAN. The server on the mobile robot
will then process the request and execute image processing algorithm to detect the grout
lines/joints on each image captured by the camera installed at the bottom centre of the
mobile robot. Based on the position and orientation of grout lines being detected on
each image captured, motion commands will be generated by the server on the mobile
robot. These motion commands will be sent to the Arduino Mega installed on the mo-
bile robot. The Arduino Mega will then navigate the mobile robot based on the motion
command received. Once the image processing algorithm detects a grout joint (indicate
next coordinate reached) on images captured by the camera, the server will generate a
stop command to Arduino Mega. The server will also follow by generating a response
and sending it through WLAN to the client (automatic data acquisition algorithm) to
inform the complete execution of the motion request. Once the automatic data acquisi-
tion algorithm receives the response, the current coordinate will be updated based on the
previously executed command. For example, suppose it is a forward command. In that
case, the current x-coordinate will maintain, but the current y-coordinate will increase by
one as the Automatic Surveyor is set up facing toward positive y-axis.
Suppose the command is in the form of a word. The word will be separated into a

series of character commands. Each character command will be executed in order with
the same process as a command in the form of a character until all characters in the
series of character commands are completed. After that, the automatic data acquisition
algorithm will loop back to conduct data collection for obtaining fingerprints. The auto-
matic data acquisition algorithm will continue executing until the EoP is reached. While
the automatic data acquisition algorithm is executing, the orientation of the Automat-
ic Surveyor will always remain the same from a coordinate to another coordinate. Once
the Automatic Surveyor completed automatic data acquisition on the study environment
selected, the database server will consist of a total of 11150 fingerprints. For a better
understanding of the movement of Automatic Surveyor while executing automatic data
acquisition algorithm, we can have a look at Figure 7.
Figure 7 illustrates the movement of the Automatic Surveyor in a sample environment

with four tiles in the x-direction and four tiles in the y-direction. The movements are
based on a sample survey path starting at a coordinate value of (0, 0). The hexagon icon
in solid colour is the current location of the Automatic Surveyor before executing the
command in the sample survey path. Besides, the translucent arrow is the direction of
movement, and the translucent hexagon is the future location of the Automatic Surveyor
after executing the command in the sample survey path.
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Figure 7. Automatic data acquisition process following a sample survey path

In a nutshell, developing a fingerprinting based IPS required obtaining a fingerprint
database for a study environment beforehand. This section had presented the use of the
developed Automatic Surveyor in helping to obtain a fingerprint database for a selected
study environment (described with a floor plan in the previous subsection). The use of
the developed Automatic Surveyor for obtaining a fingerprint database has several advan-
tages. Firstly, the workforce required is reduced as data acquisition for the selected study
environment is done automatically by the Automatic Surveyor. Secondly, data acquired
by Automatic Surveyor while performing automatic data acquisition can be observed in
real time as each fingerprint generated is submitted to the server. Besides, the time re-
quired to complete data acquisition for a study environment can be reduced by multiplying
the Automatic Surveyor and defining a different survey path for each Automatic Survey-
or. Last but not least, compared to performing data acquisition using an SLAM robot
where location tags generated are facing cumulative errors, the location tags generated by
Automatic Surveyor not only will not experience cumulative errors as SLAM robot, the
location tags generated also have high accuracy as the method to generate location tag is
different. SLAM robots generate location tags using current position estimated by using
multiple sensors values. In contrast, Automatic Surveyor developed generates location
tags using current position update when Automatic Surveyor travels from one position to
another by tracking grout lines/joints formed by floor tiled in grid patterns.

3.5. Experiment procedure. This subsection will present the procedure to carry out
two experiments using the fingerprint database constructed for the selected study
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environment. The first experiment will focus on studying the positioning performance
of IPS developed when fingerprints used are with environmental reading formed by RSS
from different types of Wi-Fi anchors or different numbers of Wi-Fi anchors. The second
experiment will focus on studying the impact on positioning performance of IPS when the
location tag of fingerprints used for training of positioning algorithm adopted contains
errors. Throughout both experiments, a neural network is selected as the positioning al-
gorithm adopted to develop an IPS. It is a mathematical model that is well known for
recognizing patterns in data. Thus, a neural network used as a positioning algorithm
throughout both experiments is expected to recognize features patterns and follow by
estimating target position. One thing that needs special attention is that neural network
architecture is also a factor affecting positioning accuracy. Thus, only one neural network
architecture will be used throughout both experiments. This is to exclude neural network
architecture becomes a factor affecting positioning accuracy while performing both experi-
ments. The programming environment used to develop neural networks to conduct studies
for both experiments is Google Colaboratory. Python is the programming language, and
TensorFlow is the AI framework used to develop neural networks.
Before starting with both experiments, few tasks must be done in advance. First and

foremost, all fingerprints in the fingerprint database are exported into a CSV file. Each
row of the data kept inside the file is a fingerprint. Thus, the file consists of 11150 rows,
as Automatic Surveyor developed performed automatic data acquisition on 1115 locations
in the selected study environment, and data collection was performed ten times at each
location. Besides, each row of the data consists of eight columns. The first two columns
are the x-coordinate and y-coordinate, together known as a location tag. The remaining
columns are RSS values from the six Wi-Fi anchors (with SSID from AP1 to AP6 in order),
together known as an environmental reading. A python program is prepared to load all
fingerprints in the CSV file and standardize each distance-dependent parameter (feature)
of environmental readings. Standardizing is a necessary preprocessing to speed up the
training process of a neural network later by reaching convergence faster. All fingerprints
with standardized environmental reading will be exported by the python program into a
new file to be used in both experiments later. In both experiments, during the training
and validation processes, distance-dependent parameters of each environmental reading
will be fed into neural networks as inputs. Location tag will be the expected output of
neural networks. However, which distance-dependent parameters are selected to feed into
neural networks as inputs depends on the study conducted.
The first experiment will start by loading the file containing fingerprints with standard-

ized environmental reading into the programming platform. Next, the 11150 fingerprints
loaded will be separated into two sets: a training set and a validation set with a ratio of
9 : 1 to be used as data for training and validation of the neural network. In order to make
sure all the coordinate is being validated, nine fingerprints obtained on each location will
be randomly picked and put into the training set. The remaining one fingerprint will be
put into the validation set. As a result, the training set will consist of 10035 fingerprints
and the validation set consisting of 1115 fingerprints. After obtaining the training set and
validation set, the next step will be identifying a high performing neural network architec-
ture. This also means identifying the hyperparameter of a high performing neural network
as hyperparameters are parameters that define the neural network architecture. In this
study, the hyperparameters of a high performing neural network are obtained through
grid search and fine-tuning process. While performing grid search and fine-tuning, inputs
of neural networks will be RSS from all Wi-Fi anchors. The best positioning accuracy
is expected when RSS from more number Wi-Fi anchors is used as input. The resulting
best performance neural network architecture after the grid search and the fine-tuning
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process is with a minimum of three up to a maximum of six neurons on the input layer
(depend on the study conducted), three hidden layers with 512 neurons and hyperbolic
tangent function as activation function, an output layer with two neurons and linear as
activation function, optimiser algorithm is Adam, the loss function is mean square error,
the learning rate is 0.001 and batch size is 64. As mentioned early in this subsection,
only one neural network architecture will be used throughout both experiments. Thus,
the resulting neural network architecture after the grid search and fine-tuning process will
also be used for the second experiment.

The first experiment is separated into two parts. The first part will study the positioning
performance of neural networks developed when fingerprints used are with environmental
reading formed by RSS from different types of Wi-Fi anchors. The second part will study
developed neural networks positioning performance when fingerprints used are with envi-
ronmental reading formed by RSS from different numbers of Wi-Fi anchors. There are a
total of six Wi-Fi anchors categorized into two types: Wi-Fi anchors that are LOS with
the Automatic Surveyor (which are Wi-Fi anchors with AP1, AP2, and AP3 as SSID)
and NLOS with the Automatic Surveyor (which are Wi-Fi anchors with AP4, AP5, and
AP6 as SSID).

In order to conduct the study for the first part of the first experiment, the high per-
forming neural network architecture (identified previously) will be used to develop neural
network models. All the neural network models developed will have three input neurons
as the maximum number of Wi-Fi anchors LOS or NLOS with Automatic Surveyor is
both three. The neural network models developed will be trained and validated using fin-
gerprints with environmental reading formed by RSS from three different Wi-Fi anchors.
The environmental reading of each fingerprint in both the training and validation sets is
formed by RSS from six Wi-Fi anchors. When RSS from three out of six Wi-Fi anchors
is selected, twenty different combinations without repetition can be formed. Equation
(1) had been used to obtain the number of possible combinations. The letter n denotes
the number of different Wi-Fi anchors with RSS values extracted by Automatic Surveyor
during automatic data acquisition. The letter r denotes the number of different Wi-Fi
anchors with RSS values being extracted is selected out of n. Thus, 20 neural network
models will be developed using the same high performing neural network architecture.
Each neural network model will be trained and validated using fingerprints with environ-
mental reading formed by different combinations of RSS from three Wi-Fi anchors. The
20 different combinations are categorized into four groups according to the types of RSS
selected: 3 LOS only = 1 combination, 2 LOS + 1 NLOS = 9 combinations, 1 LOS +
2 NLOS = 9 combinations, and 3 NLOS only = 1 combination. The validation result of
each neural network will be summarized according to the groups and presented in the
coming section.

nCr =
n!

r!(n− r)!
(1)

Next, the process of conducting the second part of the first experiment is similar to the
first part. The second part of the first experiment will also start by developing neural
network models using previously identified neural network architecture. However, the
number of input neurons of neural network models developed will vary from three to
six as there are six Wi-Fi anchors set up, and a minimum of three is required for 2D
positioning. The neural network models developed will be trained and validated using
fingerprints with environmental reading formed by RSS from a minimum of three up to
a maximum of six different Wi-Fi anchors. Thus, this study will result in a total of 42
neural network models (6C3 = 20, 6C4 = 15, 6C5 = 6, 6C6 = 1) being developed.
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Furthermore, obtaining a training set and validation is the first step in the second
experiment. The method to obtain both sets is the same as the first experiment. After
obtaining both sets, the location tag of fingerprints in the training set will be modified
by added with error. Next, neural network models will be developed, trained using fin-
gerprints (with error added) in the training set and validated using fingerprints (without
error added) in the validation set. The neural network models developed will be with six
input neurons as fingerprints used in this second experiment will be with environmental
reading formed by RSS from all six Wi-Fi anchors. Two types of errors will be separately
added and being investigated. The first type of error is a random error generated accord-
ing to a probability density function with shorthand notation represented as in (2) where
ex and ey indicate random x-coordinate error and random y-coordinate error generated
according to a bivariate normal distribution (denoted by N) with correlation (denoted by
ρ) equal to zero and with given mean (denoted by µ) and standard deviation (denoted
by σ). Random error generated according to (2) will be studied from two aspects: fixed
mean (µ = 0) with varying standard deviation (σ ∈ Z, σ ∈ [1, 15]) and varying mean
(µ ∈ Z, µ ∈ [0, 15]) with fixed standard deviation (σ = 1). Fingerprints with the exact
location tag will be added with the exact magnitude of errors as these fingerprints are
obtained at the same location during data collection.(

ex
ey

)
∼ N

[(
µx

µy

)
,

(
σ2
x ρσyσy

ρσxσy σ2
y

)]
,

 µx = µy = µ
σx = σy = σ

ρ = 0

 (2)

The second type of error is a cumulative error. The cumulative error will be studied from
two aspects: cumulative error on x-direction only and y-direction only. While performing
the study for cumulative error on x-direction, 43 error vectors, each with 26 elements,
are generated. Forty-three error vectors are because y-coordinate is ranged from 0 to 42.
Twenty-six elements are because x-coordinate is ranged from 0 to 25. Elements in each
error vector are random errors generated according to a probability density function with
shorthand notation, as shown in (3), where the random error (denoted by e) is distributed
according to a normal distribution (denoted by N), with a mean (denoted by µ) of 0 and
with different standard deviation (denoted by σ). Next, elements in each error vector will
be modified, starting from the last element in each vector, using Equation (4), where en
denoted random error at n position in a vector will be replaced with the sum of absolute
random error at the first position until n position in the vector. Once modification is done,
each error vector is now a cumulative error vector. The location tag of each fingerprint in
the training set will be used to index cumulative error vectors to obtain cumulative error
to be added to the first element in the location tag of each fingerprint in the training set.
For example, a fingerprint with the location tag of (2, 5), its first element will be added
with error in the third position of the sixth cumulative error vector.

e ∼ N [µ, σ],

{
µ = 0

σ ∈ R | 0.05 ≤ σ ≤ 1.00, σ is multiple of 0.05

}
(3)

en =
n∑

i=1

|ei| (4)

A similar procedure will undergo when performing the study for cumulative error on y-
direction. The differences are the number of error vectors generated based on the number
of x-coordinate, the number of elements in each error vector is based on the number of
y-coordinate, and the error generated is added to the second element in a location tag of
fingerprints in the training set. Lastly, when conducting the training and validation for all
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the developed neural network models in both experiments, the early stopping regular-
ization technique is used to prevent overfitting that commonly happens during neural
network development. Overfitting is an issue that occurs when a neural network model
developed can make good predictions with training data but make bad predictions when
the neural network model is fed in with data that is not being seen before by the neural
network.

4. Experimental Results. Throughout both experiments, the positioning error is cal-
culated using the Euclidean distance formula. For simplicity purposes, later in this section,
when RSS LOS fingerprints or RSS NLOS fingerprints exist, its mean fingerprints with en-
vironmental reading formed by RSS from all Wi-Fi anchors that are LOS with Automatic
Surveyor or NLOS with Automatic Surveyor, respectively. After performing the first part
of the first experiment, results show that the neural network model trained and validated
using RSS LOS fingerprints performs better than when using RSS NLOS fingerprints. The
mean positioning error of the neural network model validated using RSS LOS fingerprints
achieved 3.176 meters smaller than 3.373 meters which is the mean positioning error when
using RSS NLOS fingerprints. However, the neural network model validated using RSS
LOS fingerprints presented a standard deviation of 1.853 meters, which is slightly larger
when comparing with the neural network model validated using RSS NLOS fingerprints
with a standard deviation of 1.823 meters. The trend of mean positioning error of neural
network models validated using fingerprints with environmental reading formed RSS from
different types of Wi-Fi anchors is shown in Figure 8(a). It can be observed that the mean
positioning error is increasing when the amount of RSS from Wi-Fi anchors LOS with
tag node is reducing. Furthermore, the performance index of the neural network models
trained and validated using fingerprints with environmental reading formed by different
types of RSS combinations is illustrated in Figure 8(b). Although there is a decrease in
the performance index when RSS LOS is replaced with RSS NLOS, the decrease is just
up to 0.0584.

Next, the results obtained after performing the second part of the first experiment
show that the positioning accuracy of neural network models increases when fingerprints
used for training and validation are with environmental reading formed by RSS from

(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) Trend of mean Euclidean distance error against fingerprints
with environmental reading formed by different types of RSS; (b) perfor-
mance index against different types of RSS
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more number of Wi-Fi anchors. Figure 9(a) illustrates the trend of mean positioning
error of neural network models after being trained and validated using fingerprints with
environmental reading formed by RSS from different numbers of Wi-Fi anchors. It can
be observed that the positioning error minimized from 3.311 meters down to 2.776 meters
when the number of Wi-Fi anchors with RSS selected as distance-dependent parameters
of environmental reading increased from three to six. Besides, the reduction in positioning
error is quite linear to the number of Wi-Fi anchors with RSS used to form environmental
reading. Although the number of Wi-Fi anchors with RSS used to form environmental
reading increased until the highest number of six, the positioning error still reduces with a
large negative gradient. This means further increasing the number of Wi-Fi anchors with
RSS selected to form environmental reading can obtain a smaller positioning error. Next,
the performance indexes of neural network models trained and validated using fingerprints
with environmental reading formed by RSS from different Wi-Fi anchors are illustrated
in Figure 9(b). The figure shows that the performance index increases until 1.1927 when
all the Wi-Fi anchors set up in the study environment are with RSS selected to form
environmental reading of fingerprints used for training and validation.

(a) (b)

Figure 9. (a) Trend of mean positioning error against fingerprints with
environmental reading formed by different numbers of RSS; (b) performance
index against different numbers of RSS

Furthermore, the result obtained after performing the second experiment is illustrated
in Figure 10 and Figure 11. In both figures, two dashed horizontal lines mark the training
and validation mean positioning errors of a neural network model (trained using finger-
prints in the training set (errorless)) when examined with fingerprints in the training set
(errorless) and validation set (errorless), respectively. Figure 10 illustrates the training
and validation mean positioning errors of neural network models trained using a train-
ing set containing fingerprints with errors on the location tag. The errors were generated
according to a bivariate normal distribution with a given mean and standard deviation.
When a neural network model is trained using a training set with errors having a large
standard deviation or large mean, it can be observed that the training and validation
mean positioning errors both increase when examined with the training set (with errors)
and validation set (errorless), respectively. However, the impact on the training mean
positioning error and validation mean positioning error is different. When the location
tag of fingerprints in the training set has errors with a larger standard deviation, a larger
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(a) (b)

Figure 10. Mean positioning error for neural network models when the
location tag of fingerprints used for training is with errors generated ac-
cording to a bivariate normal distribution: (a) With µ = 0 and σ = k; (b)
with µ = k and σ = 1

training mean positioning error can be observed than validation mean positioning er-
ror. Inverted circumstances can be observed when the location tag of fingerprints in the
training set has errors with a larger mean. This result shows that suppose fingerprints
collected for a neural network model training have a large error on the location tag of
each fingerprint. The mean position error of the trained neural network when examined
with a validation set (errorless) may not be heavily impacted. It depends on whether the
errors on the location tag of fingerprints used for neural network training have a large
standard deviation or a large mean. Suppose it is a large standard deviation. The impact
on mean positioning error when examined with a validation set (errorless) is negligible.

Last but not least, Figure 11 illustrates the training and validation mean positioning
errors of neural network models trained using a training set containing fingerprints with
cumulative errors on the location tag generated according to a normal distribution with
a mean of zero and different standard deviation. Based on the figure, when neural net-
work models trained with the training set containing fingerprints with x-coordinate or
y-coordinate of the location tag consist of cumulative error with mean = 0 and increasing
standard deviation, the neural network models trained will present an increasing trend in
training and validation mean positioning errors when examined with training set (with
cumulative error) and validation set (errorless), respectively. This is because although er-
rors on the location tag of each fingerprint in the training set are generated according to
a normal distribution function with a mean of zero and small standard deviation [0.05, 1],
when these errors accumulated along each axis direction, the overall mean and standard
deviation of error existing in the location tag of fingerprints used for training are both
increasing. This study of errors cumulative on x-direction and y-direction simulates when
data collection is performed using an SLAM robot moving straight in the x-direction on-
ly and y-direction only starting from x = 0 and y = 0, respectively. This study result
shows that for an SLAM robot with a slight error while moving from a coordinate to
another coordinate when the error is accumulated, the quality of fingerprinting database
constructed will reduce. Thus, this also reflects the importance of having a robot that
can automatically conduct data acquisition and generate high accuracy location tags.
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(a) Cumulative error on x-direction (b) Cumulative error on y-direction

Figure 11. Mean positioning error for neural network models when the
location tag of fingerprints used for training has cumulative errors generated
according to a normal distribution with µ = 0 and σ = k

5. Conclusions. In a nutshell, this paper presents a method to conduct automatic data
acquisition by utilizing the characteristic of floor tiled in grid patterns. After adopting the
method presented in a selected study environment, the fingerprint database constructed
is used to conduct two experiments. Both experiments are studying the performance of
neural network models when trained and validated using different kinds of fingerprints.
Only one neural network architecture is used to avoid neural network architecture be-
coming a factor affecting positioning performance. The first experiment result shows that
neural network models trained and validated using fingerprints with environmental read-
ing formed by RSS from more Wi-Fi anchors LOS with tag node (Automatic Surveyor)
presented a smaller positioning error. Besides, the first experiment also shows that neu-
ral network models trained and validated using fingerprints with environmental reading
formed by RSS from a greater number of Wi-Fi anchors can minimize positioning error.
Until the maximum amount of six Wi-Fi anchors placed with RSS being extracted to form
environmental reading of fingerprints, the gradient of decrease in positioning error is still
significant. Next, the second experiment shows that when the location tag of fingerprints
used for neural network models training suffers from errors, the impact on positioning
accuracy when validated with a validation set (errorless) might not always be high. The
location tag of fingerprints used for training suffering from error with small mean and large
standard deviation will have less impact on positioning accuracy. However, the location
tag of fingerprints, when consisting of errors with a large mean, although with a small
standard deviation, will significantly impact positioning accuracy when validated with a
validation set (errorless). Lastly, the cumulative error study done in the second experi-
ment shows that suppose the location tag of fingerprints of training set contains errors
generated based on a normal distribution with a small standard deviation. When these
errors are absolute and accumulated (simulate the cumulative error on the location tag
generated by the SLAM robot when performing data collection by moving straight in one
direction), the overall mean and standard deviation will increase. Results in neural net-
work model trained using these fingerprints present a large mean positioning error when
validated with a validation set (errorless). For future work, the positioning performance
of neural networks using fingerprints with environmental reading formed by a greater
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number of features can be investigated. A hybrid wireless technology (Wi-Fi and UWB)
fingerprinting based IPS can be constructed to study the trend of positioning accuracy
when fingerprints used are with environmental reading formed by Wi-Fi RSS replaced or
combined with UWB RSS.
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